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Abstract  
In recent times, there has been surge in competition among organised and unorganised retailers which makes it inevitable for 

retailers to differentiate themselves from their competitors. The research paper aims to explore the interrelationship among the various 
competitive strategies available to retailers whether organized or unorganized. The research is based on primary data which is 
collected with the help of well-structured interview schedule administered personally on organized and unorganized retailers in Delhi 
NCR and Chandigarh Tri-city, India. Chi-square test and step-wise multiple regression has been used for analysis. The interplay of the 
competitive strategies may provide useful insights to organized and unorganized retailers to help them differentiate their offerings and 
stay competitive.  
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Introduction 

The retail sector in India has witnessed massive transformation over a short span of time. The increase in consumerism puts 
forth a massive untapped potential for the retailers to explore in India. As per the report by IBEF, (2017)25 ‘India holds an astounding 
stance in global retail rankings with its lofty market potential, low economic risk and moderate political risk.’ The Indian Retail report 
(2015)27 states that this scenario is ever welcoming to retailers to set up operations in the country, thereby increasing competition. The 
huge increase in the number of brands and retail stores has further aggravated competition in the retail sector [Pradhan S., (2017)49].  
The Indian Retail sector has reached US$1,202 billion in 2019 growing at a CAGR of 13% and is expected to reach $1.4 Trillion by 
2021 [AT Kearney, 20191].  Retail is the second largest sector next to agriculture in terms of employment generation. It accounts for a 
massive 11% of the country’s GDP, catering to a population of 1.38 billion in 2020. [http://www.worldometers.info/world-
population/india-population]. CCI, (2011)4 states ‘the Indian retail sector is highly fragmented with an estimated 15 million outlets 
countrywide. The share of organised retail is expected to increase to 18 per cent of the total retail market in 2021 from an estimated 9 
per cent in 2017.  

 
The antagonism between the organised and the unorganised sector is just a decade old. Among organised retailers too, certain 

micro markets within cities have seen a huge proliferation of retail stores leading to cannibalization of existing stores and shrinkage of 
catchment in the last few years [CRISIL, 20179]. ICRIER, (2008)26 defines ‘competitiveness as the feeling with which retailers as 
individuals and as groups respond to their sustainability and growth.’  In a competitive environment, formulation and execution of a 
strategy becomes important. Though it is impossible to check the moves of competitors, the retailers can definitely minimise the 
impact of competition on their business. One of the ways to overcome competition is to follow the differentiating strategy. Porter, 
(1980)47 explains the differentiation strategy as one of the generic strategies where firms strive to become unique in the industry. The 
retailers are in the rush to capture the best strategies to retain their set of customers. A harmonious relation between the consumers and 
the retailers is essential. Needless to say, we are living in the era, where the entire retail industry is focusing on retaining a satisfied 
customer.  

 
Literature Review 

This article throws light on relevant literature in the field of competitive strategies adopted by the retailers.  Levy and Weitz 
(1998)36 emphasise that competition varies between inter type and intra type retailers. Intra type competition exists between the same 
type of retailers, whereas inter type competition is between different types of retailers selling similar merchandise. Miller, C., et.al., 
(1999)40 mention‘Symbiosis’ as one school of thought where retailers cooperate in one another's best interest as well as in their own. 
The second school of thought, ‘Darwinism’ suggests that retailers fiercely compete. Pradhan S., (2009)48mentions that retail in the 
years to come, will be an age where the old adage of ‘Darwinsm’ will hold good. Porter, (1979)46 states that ‘survival or growth of a 
firm is possible only when the firms create a position for itself which is less vulnerable to attack from the competitors’ Porter (1980)31 
mentions three generic strategies of cost leadership, differentiation and focus for the corporate to gain competitive advantage. Kotler, 
(1973)30, Markin, et. al., (1976)39, Donovan, R., et. al., (1994)13, Kim Y.K., et. al., (2007)30, and Kumar, I., et. al., (2010)32, highlight 
store atmospherics as an important part of the overall merchandising strategy. The importance of integrating entertainment in the 
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retailers marketing strategy has been highlighted by Sit, J., Merrilees, B., & Birch, D., (2003)57. Sharma, A., & Stafford, T. F., 
(2000)55and Hedrick, N., et.al, (2006)24emphasise the role of salesmen in influencing store atmospherics. Reynolds, K. E., & Arnold, 
M. J., (2000)51suggests that by ensuring qualified and satisfied salespeople, retail firms are better positioned in the competitive retail 
marketplace. Grewal et.al, (2009)17mentioned that for better store atmospherics, the service interface including the service provider 
should be well managed. Parasuraman et al., (1985)45 found five service quality determinants which include tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance and empathy. Some of the other important strategies used by retailers include recognizing time of 
consumers, evening and weekend hours of operation, after-hours delivery and programmes which address the consumer's search for 
convenience in making a purchasing decision.  

 
In determining good sites for expansion, Ghosh, A., & Craig, C., (1983)15 mentioned that retailers must consider not only 

their existing stores and those of competitors but also the impact that future location choices will have on their business.Grewal, D., 
Kopalle et.al, (2012)18 suggests a strategy of increased availability of merchandise for retailers to attract customers to their distant 
locations. Retailers will need to provide stock guarantee to their customers to minimize the negative consequences of unavailability 
and distance travelled by the customer. Richards, T., et.al., (2006)52 states, ‘through efficient assortment, super-markets are reducing 
SKU counts in order to save inventory and handling costs.’ Hamilton, S., & Richards, T., (2009)23 found inverted U relationship 
between product differentiation and assortment depth. Bell, D. R., & Lattin, J. M., (1998)2 observed in their study that shoppers who 
purchase a large number of items at one time prefer stores with everyday low prices.  

 
Harrison, A., & New, C., (2002)22 found ‘having right supply chain strategy more important in achieving competitive 

advantage.’Omondi, D. E., (2015)44confirms that ‘buyer-supplier relationships affect firm performance.’ Stevenson, M., & Spring, M., 
(2007)59 and Duclos, L. K., et.al., (2003)14 mentions that supply chain flexibility will help improve the competitive position of a firm. 
Lee, H. L., (2004)35& Manuj, I., et.al., (2008)38 emphasise on supply chain speed. Jain R., et.al, (2012)28& Lascelles, D. M., & Dale, 
B. G., (1989)33 focus on having quality suppliers. Grigoroudis, E., & Siskos, Y., (2009)19 mentions the importance of measuring 
customer satisfaction. Zhou, H., & Benton, W. C., (2007)60 state ‘higher level of information sharing makes the supply more 
effective.’ Grove L.M., (2010)20 asserts that the retailers can compete globally if it uses technology to its advantage. Simchi-Levi, D., 
et.al, (1999)56 emphasise on the importance of having proper inventory systems.  

 
Lather and Kaur, (2006)34mentions ‘price, sales personnel, quality, assortment and convenience of services’ to play vital role 

in helping retailers to cope up with changing preferences of organized retail consumers. ICRIER, (2008)26 conducted one of the largest 
surveys in India, where it identified price, product, service, and ambience as four drivers of modern retail’s one-stop shopping model. 
Mittal and Mittal, (2008)41 emphasises on ‘loyalty drivers and ‘shopping experience enhancers. Ghosh P., et. al., (2010)16, Dalwadi, 
R., et. al., (2010)10 and Jhamb, D., & Kiran, R., (2012)29 provides crucial insight for retailers to focus on. Quality, variety, parking 
facility and trained sales personnel are the important drivers influencing consumers to visit modern retail stores. Significant difference 
is found between the strategies adopted by organized and unorganized retailers in the work of Gupta U., (2012)21, Das G., (2015)11 and 
R. Lavanya, (2016)53. Unorganized retailers are getting serious regarding their competitive strategies. Their major strategies include 
providing reasonable rate, more choice of branded products, selling quality products to attract wealthy customers and for low-income 
consumers they will make arrangement of providing goods on credit.’ 

 
The available literature shows the various competitive strategies that retailers have been adopting from time to time. But 

literature with respect to how these competitive strategies interact among themselves is scarce. An understanding of this interaction 
may help retailers to innovate with their existing strategies and enhance their competitiveness 

 
Objective of The Study and Methodology Adopted 
Objective of the study: The objective of this study is to explore the inter-relationship among the various variables constituting 
competitive strategies for organized & unorganized retailers.  
 

Relevant Literature review and the use of factor analysis has helped in identifying ten variables with respect to competitive 
strategies which include store atmospherics, provision of entertainment, perception of convenient location, effectiveness of staff, 
perception of convenience of services, effectiveness of assortment of merchandise, availability of merchandise, perception of price, 
retail store performance and effective supply chain. Seven variables help define the retail supply chain strategies which include 
supplier relationship, flexibility of supply chain, supply chain speed, quality of merchandise of suppliers, information sharing, 
effectiveness of inventory and customer relationship. For the current research these variables have been defined as follows: 

 
1. Store Atmospherics is a mix of sixteen factors which include attractiveness of store lighting, comfortable air conditioned 

environment, adequacy of the store size, sufficient space to walk in the store, soothing fragrance or basic hygiene, visual appeal of 
the entry and exit of the store, attractive window display, number of fitting rooms, spacious fitting rooms, minimal congestion in 
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the store, clear and compelling signage, soothing music, visually appealing shopping bags, fashionable store interiors, appealing 
colours used in the store and within reach baggage counter. 

2. Provision of Entertainment include play corners for children, availability of food courts/ stalls and availability of movie theatre 
in the vicinity of the retail store. 

3. Perception of Convenient Location relates to the location of the store near the customer. It also include availability of sufficient 
parking near the store and visibility of the store. 

4. Effectiveness of Staff implies that the staff greets and offers to help, the store guard gives a warm welcome as you enter the shop, 
it is easy to seek opinion, staff make interaction a pleasure, they do not pressurize you to purchase, pays focused attention to all 
his/her customers, staff/ store owner is knowledgeable, the staff behaves professionally, communication is clear and easy to 
understand, helps in building relationship with customers, helps in explaining all running offers within the store, helps you in 
aspect of cross purchasing or up purchasing, does not cheat his customers, are dressed neatly and smell good i.e. with no body 
odour/mouth odour. 

5. Perception of Convenience of services provided by a retail store will include provision of sitting space for customers in the 
store, availability of water, pram facility for children, wheel chairs for the disabled, provision of free home delivery, online 
ordering facility, on-call delivery, usefulness of the stores’ website, easy repair, replacement and refund of the product, no delay 
in alteration of apparel, quality alterations, quicker  checkout, convenient operating hours, easy accessibility of products within 
the store and quick redressal of consumer complaints. 

6. Effectiveness of Assortment of Merchandise include all products that meet household needs, wide variety of products, deeper 
variety of products, in case of apparels availability of sizes per brand, unique merchandise, style and fit of the product as per 
customers requirement and trendy products. 

7. Availability of Merchandise refers to the availability of fresh shock on every visit; whenever you go to shop the products are 
never out of stock and quick replenishment of products, if out of stock. 

8. Perception of Price refers to the perception of the price the retail store offers in relation to the competitors, whether the store 
offers price below MRP, has the lowest price in the area or whether customers can find good bargains with the store. 

9. Retail Store Performance is measured in terms of the number of regular customers, switching of customers to competitor stores 
and increase or decrease in the level of sales & profit margins over a period of time. 

10. Effective Supply Chain: 
i. Supplier Relationship indicates whether the relations with the supplier are stable, mixed or erratic. 

ii. Flexibility of Supply Chain refers to the willingness on the part of the suppliers to change product volume and the product 
mix as per the requirement of the retailer. 

iii. Supply Chain Speed refers to the suppliers having outstanding on-time delivery record as well as the ability of the suppliers 
to effectively expedite emergency orders. 

iv. Quality of Merchandise of suppliers refers to the quality of the merchandise considered while selecting suppliers. 
v. Information Sharing refers to the constant and real time sharing of information with the suppliers without any obstacle. 

vi. Customer Relationship refers to the relationship that retailers build with their customers through frequently interaction with 
them to assist them better and keep in mind future customer expectations. 

vii. Effectiveness of Inventory refers to the level of inventory which a retail firm should hold so that the firm does not fall short 
of inventory, during peak seasons or have excess inventory during lean seasons. 

 
Methodology Adopted: Primary data was collected with the help of two well-structured interview schedule administered on 
organized and unorganized retailers respectively. The interview schedule was developed with the help of existing literature review and 
subsequent discussions with retailers. The sample consisted of 100 organized and 200 unorganized retailers in Delhi NCR and 
Chandigarh Tri-city, India. Organized retailers comprise of six retail players in the lifestyle segment [Pantaloons, Shoppers Stop, 
Westside, Reliance Trends, Lifestyle and Max], and four in the value segment [Big Bazaar, Reliance Fresh, More and Easyday]. 10 
retailers from each of the selected ten major organized retail players having operation in both Delhi NCR and Chandigarh Tri-city 
were interviewed. From the 200 unorganized retailers, a sample of 100 each represented the lifestyle and the value segment. 150 
unorganized retailers were interviewed from Delhi NCR and 50 from Chandigarh Tri-city. Reliability of interview schedule was 
checked using Cronbach's Alpha and was found to be 0.888 for Interview schedule for Organized Retailers and 0.786 for Interview 
schedule for Unorganized Retailers. Nunnally and Bernstein (1994)43 mentions the cut off level of reliability to be .70 for theory 
testing research. Chi-square test and step-wise multiple regression analysis has been used to explore the relationship among the 
various competitive strategies of organized and unorganized retail.  
 
Results and Discussions 

This section will focus on understanding the various variables constituting competitive strategies for organized and organized 
retailers.  
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1.Store Atmospherics: The results show thatcustomer relationship, perception of convenient location, perception of convenience of 
services and effectiveness of staff positively explains 40% of the variance in store atmospherics of organized retail stores [Table 1 
and 2]. This suggests that retailers should maintain a consumer-friendly store atmospherics. Provision of convenience services will 
help retailers to maintain such friendly relation with their customers. Effective staff may help enhance the provision of services. The 
study by Grewal et.al., (2009)17 also mentions that ‘for better store atmospherics, the service interface including the service provider 
should be well managed.’ For unorganized retail stores, perception of convenient location, educational qualifications of the salesmen 
and perception of convenience of services positively explains 27% of the variance in store atmospherics [Table 1 and 2]. The chi 
square results show a negative relation between store atmospherics and perception of price for organized retail stores; while no such 
relationship is found for unorganized retail stores [Table 1]. 
 
2. Provision of Entertainment:Smith J., (2012)193states ‘though retailers are since years offering entertainment to attract customers to 
their stores, but the recent pressure from online retail is leading more and more retailers to add interactive attractions inside their 
stores.’ but the results of the study show no significant relationship between provision of entertainment and retail store performance 
for both organised and unorganised retail [Table 3]. 
 
3. Perception of Convenient Location: The results show thatsupplier relationship, availability of merchandise & store atmospherics 
positively explains 13% of the variance in perception of convenient location for organized retail stores. With better supplier 
relations, retailers can assure availability of merchandise at their store locations, which is perceived to be more convenient. For 
unorganized retail stores, perception of convenience of services, availability of merchandise & effectiveness of assortment of 
merchandise positively explains 23% of the variance in perception of convenient location [Table 5]. This suggests that if unorganised 
retailers can assure availability and assortment of merchandise along with services, it will enhance the perception of convenient 
location. 
 

No relationship is found between perception of convenient location and effectiveness of assortment of merchandise & 
perception of convenience of Services for organized retail as against the unorganized retail stores [Table 4]. This is probably because 
organized stores can make available wide and deep assortment and convenience of services irrespective of their store location. While, 
it is perceived that location of unorganized retail stores is generally convenient for the customers they cater. Also, it is likely that 
unorganized retailers are more accustomed to the needs of their routine customers and thus assure effective assortment of 
merchandise. No significant relation is found between perception of convenient location and retail store performance for both 
organized and unorganized retail stores. 

 
4. Effective Staff: The results show that availability of merchandise & store atmospherics positively explains 42% of the variance in 
effectiveness of staff of organized retailstores [Table 7]. The probable reason is that the staff may be efficacious if the merchandise 
is available in the store and an appealing store atmospherics may provide a delightful environment for the staff to work, enhancing 
his/her effectiveness. For unorganized retail stores, effectiveness of assortment of merchandise and retail store performance 
positively influences effectiveness of salesmen.  
 

Effectiveness of staff/ salesmen leads to greater perception of convenience of services and availability of merchandise, 
effectiveness of assortment and effectiveness of inventory at organized and unorganized retail stores [Table 6]. Christopher, M., et.al., 
(1991)8 mentions ‘it is the attitude and behaviour or style of the store staff which is an intangible part of the value seamlessly built into 
the products and services being offered.’ Staff with the aid of inventory software and continuous follow up with their suppliers assures 
availability at their stores. Also, probably the staff needs to be diligent in presenting the entire assortment in front of the customer. 
Through proper evaluation of the in-stock and sold inventory, the staff may help in effective inventory planning. Table 6 also shows 
that effectiveness of staff positively relates to store atmospherics for organized retail stores and to retail store performance for 
unorganized retail stores [Table 6].  

 
5.Perception ofConvenience of Services: The results show that provision of entertainment and store atmospherics positively explains 
21% of the variance in perception of convenience of services for organized retail stores. For unorganized retail stores, store 
atmospherics and supplier relationship positively explain 17% of the variance in perception of convenience of services [Table 9]. 
Christopher, M., et.al., (1991)8 found that customer service is related downstream with the ultimate customer and upstream with 
suppliers and even with the supplier's suppliers.’ Store atmospherics may significantly shape customers’ evaluation of perception of 
convenience of services provide to them. No relationship is found between perception of convenience of services and retail store 
performance [Table 8]. Seiders, K., et. al., (2005)54 suggest that the convenience has a moderating effect on repurchase behaviour. 
 
6.Effectiveness of Assortment of Merchandise: Availability of merchandise, retail store performance and effectiveness of 
staffpositively explains 56% of the variance in effectiveness of assortment of merchandise for organized retail stores. While for 
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unorganized retail stores, availability of merchandise, customer relationship & effectiveness of inventory positively explains 23% of 
the variance in effectiveness of assortment of merchandise [Table 11]. Good customer relationship may help unorganized retailers in 
better estimation of customer needs for better assortment planning. Chernev, A., (2003)6 explains the ideal point availability which 
strengthens consumer preferences without weakening them. Dhar, S. K., Hoch, S. J., & Kumar, N., (2001)12 found that best 
performing retail firms offer broader assortment. 
 

Table 10 shows a positive relation between effectiveness of assortment of merchandise and availability of merchandise & 
effectiveness of staff for both organized and unorganized retail stores. A positive relation is found between effectiveness of assortment 
of merchandise and retail store performance for organized retail stores.   

 
7.Availability of Merchandise: Effectiveness of staff positively explains 33% of the variance in availability of merchandise at 
organized retail stores. While, for unorganized retail stores supplier relationship, perception of price and retail store performance 
positively explains 13% of the variance in availability of merchandise [Table 13].  This is probably because cordial supplier 
relationship assures availability of merchandise which can further create a positive perception of price in the minds of customers. 
Table 12 shows that greater the flexibility of supply chain, supply chain speed and effectiveness of inventory, the better is the 
availability of merchandise for organized retail stores. it has been perceived that additional inventories assures availability and sale. 
 
8.Perception of Price: Kerin et al., (1992) in Choudhary, F. S., (2016)7 mentioned that the store related stimuli can create price and 
quality perceptions and impression of store value in the mind of the consumers. Store atmospherics positively explains 8% of the 
variance in perception of price at organized retail stores. For unorganized retail stores supplier relationship, availability of 
merchandise & effectiveness of inventory positively explains 10% of the variance in perception of price [Table 15]. No relationship is 
found between perception of price and retail store performancefor both organized and unorganized retail stores [Table 14]. 
 
9.Supplier Relationship: Table 16 shows that superior supplier relationship strengthens the supply chain speed, flexibility of supply 
chain and quality of merchandise of suppliers for both organized and unorganized retail. Cordial Supplier relationship may help 
enhance effectiveness of inventory at organized retail stores. Effectiveness of inventory, quality of merchandise of suppliersand 
flexibility of supply chain positively explains 29% of the variance in supplier relationship for organized retail stores. For 
unorganized retail stores,flexibility of supply chain, perception of price and supply chain speed explains 23% of the variance in 
supplier relationship [Table 17]. A survey conducted by Jain R., Noor J., et. al., (2013)42 reveals that the respondents who made 
systematic efforts in collaborating their suppliers saw an increase in their EBIT. 
 
10.Supply ChainFlexibility: Duclos, L. K., et. al., (2003)14 mentions that supply chain flexibility may help improve the competitive 
position of a firm. Supplier relationship, supply chain speed and overall years of experience of the retailer positively explains 30% of 
the variance in flexibility of the supply chain for organized retail stores. For unorganized retail stores, supplier relationship, supply 
chain speed and age of the respondent positively explain 32% of the variance in flexibility of the supply chain [Table 18 and 19].  
 
11.Supply Chain Speed: Table 20 shows, greater the flexibility of supply chain, supplier relationship, convenience of services and 
information sharing with the supply chain partners, the higher the supply chain speed for both organized and unorganized retail. 
Smooth supply chain speed enhances effectiveness of inventory at organized retail stores, while no such relationship is found for 
unorganized retail stores. Table 21 shows supplier relationship, flexibility of supply chainand perception of convenience of services 
positively explains 30% of the variance in supply chain speed of organized retail stores. For unorganized retail stores, flexibility of 
supply chain and information sharing positively explains 38% of the variance in supply chain speed. As stated by Li, S., & Lin, B., 
(2006)37 ‘effective information sharing within the supply chain can help retailers quickly respond to customer needs thus improving 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the supply chain.’  
 
12. Quality of Merchandise of Suppliers: Table 22 shows supplier relationship positively influences the quality of merchandise for 
both organized and unorganized retail. Supplier relationship positively explains 9% of the variance in quality of merchandise for 
organized retailstores. By higher association with a few reliable suppliers, retailers are ensuring quality of merchandise. For 
unorganized retail stores, customer relationshipand information sharingpositively explains 29% of the variance in quality of 
merchandise of suppliers [Table 23]. Besterfield, D. H., (2014)3 states ‘suppliers for implementing the practice of continuous process 
improvement are engaging in developing partnership with their customers.’ Also, information sharing with the suppliers up and down 
the supply chain makes suppliers more involved in the process and produce as per customer requirements.  
 
13.Information Sharing: Accurate and faster access to information is required to address customer requirements as stated in the work 
of Chen, I. J., & Popovich, K., (2003)5. Table 24 shows that supplier relationship plays an important role in information sharing. This 
is also supported by the work of Prajogo, D., & Olhager, J. (2012)50. Supplier relationshippositively explains 8% of the variance in 
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information sharing for organized retail stores. For unorganized retail stores, supplier relationshipand customer relationship 
positivelyexplain 24% of the variance in information sharing [Table 25] 
 
14.Effectiveness of Inventory: Table 26 shows effective staff helps retailers maintain ideal inventory levels. Table 27 shows supplier 
relationshipand effectiveness of staff positively explain 20% of the variance in effectiveness of inventory for organized retail stores. 
For unorganized retail stores, the regression results indicate that customer relationship positively explains 3% of the variance in 
effectiveness of inventory. 
 
15. Customer Relationship: Effectiveness of staff positively explains 6% of the variance in customer relationship for organized 
retail stores. This is probably because amiable customer relations can be developed through effective staff who is aware and 
understands the needs of his/her customers. For unorganized retail stores, quality of merchandise of suppliers, effectiveness of 
assortment of merchandise, information sharing and effectiveness of inventory positively explains 41% of the variance in customer 
relationship [Table 28]. 
 
16.Retail Store Performance: Educational qualification of the retailer & effectiveness of assortment of merchandisepositively 
explains 18% of the variance in retail store performance for organized retail stores. For unorganized retail stores, effectiveness of 
salesmen &availability of merchandise positively explains 6% of the variance in retail store performance [Table 30]. It has been 
observed that effective salesmen at unorganized retail stores help arrange the products for their customers from other stores in case 
they are unavailable, thereby ensuring sales [Table 29] 
 

Table 29 also shows a positive relationship between retail store performance and supplier relationship for organized retail 
stores.  Omondi, D. E., (2015)44 confirms that ‘buyer-supplier relationships affect firm performance.’ A positive relationship is found 
between retail store performance and supply chain speed for unorganized retail stores. No relationship is found between retail store 
performance and flexibility of supply chain; quality of merchandise of suppliers and effectiveness of inventory for both organized and 
unorganized retail stores [Table 29]. 

 
Conclusion 
 To make a strategy more effective, it is imperative for retailers to understand the interrelations among strategies and know 
what factors will influence those strategies.  This research has brought forth several factors which help frame competitive strategies 
for retailers. The dynamics of relationships among the various competitive strategies are different for organized and unorganized 
retail. Some useful insights include: effective staff & customer relationship were found to positively influence atmospherics of 
organized stores, while educational qualification of the salesmen was found to positively influence atmospherics of unorganized 
stores. Educational qualification of the retailer and effective assortment positively influences retail store performance of organized 
stores; while effective salesmen & availability of merchandise positively influences retail store performance of unorganized 
stores.Cordial supplier relationship is found to enhance flexibility of supply chain and also influences availability of merchandise at 
unorganized stores. Availability of merchandise at unorganized stores is related to information sharing which also positively 
influences the supply chain speed. Supplier relationship is found to positively influence supply chain speed of organized retail. 
Effective staff & supplier relationship positively influences effective inventory for organized retail; while, customer relationship 
positively influences effective inventory for unorganized retail. The interrelationships among these factors and how they affect each 
other will help provide insight to organized and unorganized retailers while they frame innovative competitive strategies to lure their 
respective set of customers. 
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